
Solution Brief

CyGlass NDaaS
• Cloud-Native SaaS NDR

• Taps existing deployed 
infrastructure

• Covers identity, cloud and 
network threat surfaces

• Highly automated, award 
winning AI

• Highly effective at 
ransomware defense

Key Benefits
• No hardware to deploy or 

manage

• No new headcount needed to 
operate platform

• Covers risk reduction, threat 
detection and response and 
compliance uses case

• Rapid time to value

• Low TCO, can be successfully 
operated by small teams 

Network Detection and Response TCO

Network Detection and Response (NDR) has long been a cornerstone of 
enterprise cyber defense programs. Critical for identifying and mitigating 
network risks, detecting and stopping cyberattacks, including ransomware, 
and providing network control assessments for compliance, NDR is 
deployed at a majority of the worlds largest organisations.

But even with its powerful protections, it is not widely deployed in the 
small and mid-market. Gartner estimates NDR penetration of the SME 
market at less than 17%  compared to the over 60% penetration in large 
enterprises.(1)

The primary reason for the disparity is the complexity and cost of legacy, 
appliance based NDR tools. Although feature rich and amazingly capable, 
legacy NDR tools are beyond the reach of resource constrained teams 
because deployments require:

• Multiple network taps and appliances to be installed to cover all subnets 
and physical locations

• The payment of expensive, multi-year subscription licenses

• Dedicated headcount to operate, maintain, analyse events and execute 
remediation actions

The total cost of ownership, (TCO) a measure of the overall operating cost, 
for NDR is substantial. Legacy NDR tools require between two and six 
headcount to effectively operate.(2) Appliances must be upgraded by 
physical replacement or software upgrades, data storage costs grow due to 
the voluminous amounts of data these tools capture, and add-on costs for 
items like custom reports, tunning compliance and control policies, and 
custom integrations for seamless remediation all combine to make the 
operating cost of NDR to high for medium and small businesses.

How CyGlass Cloud-Native SaaS NDR delivers powerful threat detection 
and remediation with a low operating cost

(1)https://www.gartner.com/document/4012950
(2)https://www.gartner.com/reviews/market/network-detection-and-response/vendor/darktrace

Fig 1. The substantial hidden costs below 
the surface of legacy NDR
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Cloud SaaS vs. Legacy Appliances
In the late 1990’s, the software application industry 
was revolutionized when affordable plug and play 
appliances were introduced as a way to deliver 
specialised software eliminating the need to load 
applications via disk or tape. By the mid 2000s 
Cloud based SaaS moved into the mainstream. 
Network focused software is one of the last types 
of applications still using hardware because of the 
speeds and traffic volume involved. With the 
advent of machine learning and cloud based 
platforms as a service like AWS, the need for 
hardware appliances disappeared, yet some legacy 
vendor architectures remain forever tied to this 
historic delivery model. Where these appliances 
once saved time and money today, they have 
become a costly and inefficient delivery model.

Legacy appliance based NDR tools utilize a 
network tap to mirror network traffic while the 
appliance itself does the network traffic analysis. 
Prior to the introduction of encrypted east/west 
network traffic, this model offered deep packet 
visibility to network communications with policy 
and machine learning analysis occurring in the 
appliance. With the advent of encrypted traffic, up 
to 90% according to Google,(3) and the move to 
cloud applications, the ability of 

legacy NDR tools to actually detect threats in 
something close to real-time is a thing of the 
past.

The Hidden Costs of Appliances

As these legacy tools lose value, it is not 
surprising that a TCO calculation that compares 
an appliance based deployment to a cloud-native 
SaaS highlights the many hidden costs. 

Starting with the cost to acquire and install 
hardware, with a separate appliance and network 
tap required at each location, along with the cost 
of dedicated staff to operate legacy NDR tools, 
the legacy approach becomes very expensive. 
When the ongoing maintenance and upgrade 
costs, continued staffing costs, data storage, and 
energy costs are added over the life of the 
deployment; it is easy to understand why £1 
spent on a SaaS solution is equivalent to £3 spent 
for on-premise hardware and software.(4)

Hidden costs like network routing and tunning,  
manual activities related to controls, policies, and 
report creation are often overlooked but add 
substantially to the TCO. Even for a small 
deployment of 1200 users at two locations, the 
three-year TCO savings exceeds £400,000. 

(3) https://transparencyreport.google.com/https/overview
(4) https://www.informationweek.com/cloud/saas-solutions-77-cheaper-than-on-premises

Fig 2. TCO Comparison of Legacy NDR vs Cloud-Native SaaS NDR

TCO Assumptions
- Two office locations
- One Appliance per physical 

location
- 4 Network Taps
- 1200 Users
- 4800 IP Addresses
- M365/AD all users
- Labor rate £105/hr.
- Storage Cost £50/TB
- Energy kwh £00.19
- 1 FTE Equivalent
- Fully loaded FTE cost is 

£120,000
- Labor cost £105 per hour

TCO Legacy Appliance Based 
Solution

CyGlass Cloud-Native 
SaaS Solution

Annual Subscription Fee £73,800 £57,400
Implementation Costs £49,200 £410
Training £0 £820
Initial Appliance Cost £20,500 £0
Appliance Installation £2,870 £0
Virtual Sensors £6,560 £0
Network Taps (4) £9,840 £0
Initial Costs Total £162,770 £58,630

Ongoing costs (Yr. 2 & 3)
Annual Subscription Fee £147,600 £114,800
Headcount/Staff £246,000 £0
Data Storage £23,780 £0
Energy £2,952 £0
Total £420,332 £114,800
3 Year TCO £583,102 £173,430
Total Savings (3 Yr.) £409,672
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CyGlass Cloud-Native SaaS + Award 
Winning AI = Powerful Defense + Low 
TCO

CyGlass changes the TCO game for NDR by 
combining a 100% cloud-native deployed platform 
with an award winning AI based threat detection 
and correlation. The result is a next generation NDR 
tool that removes the extreme expenses of legacy 
NDR, while offering the same powerful level of 
network risk visibility and threat detection. Unlike 
most NDR tools, CyGlass also includes immediate 
threat remediation capabilities which are critical to 
the defense of smaller teams. The CyGlass NDaaS 
platform learns and analyses user, cloud application 
and network behaviors 

wherever they emerge: the cloud, Active Directory, 
VPNs, firewalls, and network devices. It allows small 
teams to detect and respond to threats across on-
premise and cloud users, devices, and both cloud 
and network services. 

Supporting an even lower TCO, Cyglass includes 
automated executive, threat and compliance 
reporting including control effectiveness for NIST 
and Cyber Essentials Compliance.

Combining machine learning, threat intelligence and 
layered security policies, CyGlass NDaaS reduces the 
massive volume of network and cloud traffic into easy 
to understand risk-based smart alerts, investigative 
views, and threat and compliance reports. 
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Fig 3. CyGlass NDaaS Expansive Threat and Attack Surface Coverage and Services

Fig 4. CyGlass NDaaS Unique Correlation of Identity, Device, IP, and Network Threats
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